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UESPWiki - Your source for senior scrolls from 1995 This page is being rewritten as part of an online quest project. The page is both written and verified. All users can make changes to the page. If you make changes relevant to the project, please update this template accordingly and make sure you comply with the project guidelines. This article may benefit
from the image. See Help: Images for information on how to upload images. Please remove this template from the page upon its completion. Thane Oda Wolf-Sister believes that the monks of Ternione could heal King Jorunn. But their complex rituals require special components. A quick step-by-step guide (editorial) Detailed passage, edited, by One Oda
Wolf-Sister believes that the monks of Ternione may be able to save King Jorunn from the poison that devastates his blood. However, she says they will need the help of the argonical Dreamwalker, who was present at Darkwater Crossing when the trolls attacked to help. You will also need to bring your own ritual components. Oda believes that the monks
will be able to strengthen the vitality of Jorunn with the blood of a vampire. She's not sure if it's going to turn or not, but she knows vampire blood has great restorative properties. If you haven't done the quests in Darkwater Crossing and Wittestadr, now is your chance. If you've done them, go straight ahead and ask Stormy-Eyes and what kind of vampire you
helped (either Valerick or Mayorn) for their help. When you're done, bring Tina Oda to the Turnion Cave. The quest Stages edit Lifeline completes the quest magazine Entry In order to help save the king, I need to collect the blood of a vampire, as well as the help of one known as Dreamwalker. Purpose: Get Help Dreamwalker Purpose: Get Vampire Blood
from Wittestadr Hidden Stages I need to talk to one known as Dreamwalker. Tae Oda suggests I can find him in the nearby village of Darkwater Crossing. Hidden Purpose: Find Dreamwalker Objective Tip: I decided to help Argonical Dreamwalker. He needs my help before he can help me save King Jorunn. Hidden Purpose: Help Dreamwalker Objective
Tip: I Helped Stormy-Eyes. Now I can ask him to help me save the king. Hidden Purpose: Talk to Stormy-Eyes Objective Tip: I need to collect vampire blood to bolster the king's vitality. Tae Oda invites me to look for vampires in Wittestadra. Hidden Purpose: Look for Vampire Wittestadr Objective Hint: I need to help solve the problem in Wittestadr before
vampires help me. Hidden Purpose: Help Vampire Wittestadr Lens Hint: I agreed to help Valerick. I have to do what he asked me to do. Hidden Purpose: Help Valerick or objective hint: I agreed to help Mayorn. I have to do what he asked me to do. Hidden Purpose: Help Majorn Objective Tip: I Helped Wittestadr. Now I can ask for some blood to save the
king. Run one of them: them: In Valerick or Talk to Majorn Finish quest I collected Vampire Blood and secured the help of a Dreamwalker. Now I have to go to the camp of the monks of Ternione and ask for their help. Purpose: Meet the Ode to the Cave Ternion This article related to the Internet is a stub. You can help by expanding it. Thane Oda Wolf-Sister
believes that the monks of Ternione could heal King Jorunn. But their complex rituals require special components. Thane Oda Wolf-Sister: Stormfists were examined and duplicates rounded up. But regardless of the poisonous attacks the king is getting worse by the hour. We can't help him without further information. Hero: The Argonian ambassador said the
poison was Deadrick. Thane Oda Wolf-Sister: Now our enemies are sinking so low to team up with Daedra? The poison will kill the king before we can take him to the healers in Windhelm. And no one here can cure poison like this. We must turn to the monks of Ternione for help. Hero: Thorn monks? Thane Oda Wolf-Sister: An old cult. Worshipping totem
gods. Call them monks or witches as you will, but they possess the strong magic of healing. Their rituals are complex, and those seeking their help should bring their own ritual components. Hero: I'll help. What do I have to do? Thane Oda Wolf-sister: the poison weakens the king. We need a substance to strengthen its vitality. Thorn monks also require
concentration. An object or even a person. Something or someone that possesses a rare power can serve this function. Hero: What can strengthen the life force of the king? Thane Oda Wolf-Sister: Vampire blood gives strength and vitality, even to those on the door of death. Anything that passes through their veins serves to enhance their vitality. The
smallest amount should be enough to get the king through the ritual. Hero: Do you want to put vampire blood in the king? It's not going to turn to him? Thane Oda Wolf-Sister: His body is closing. This blood will work as a counteracting poison agent. It won't be enough to turn it around. I don't think. Besides, we don't have many options, do we? Hero: Where
did my vampire blood come from? Thane Oda Wolf-Sister: Hot Springs in the North. Rumors suggest that the place is haunted by the undead. Wittestadr, they call it. Let's hope the rumors are true. Of course, you should also get one of them to give you your blood. Hero: What can we use as a focus? Thane Oda Wolf-Sister: Argonyans joked about one of
their own during the holiday. They called him Dreamwalker. He watches the dreams of the people of Darkwater Crossing. Yes, the same place where trolls are now raging. Hero: How do we know he survived? Thane Oda Wolf-Sister: I am connected to the spirits of this world. In particular, I have a connection with the spirit of the wolf. This connection has
existed all my life, even when I was a little child. When the spirits called me, I left home to look for them. Hero: What did you find? Thane Oda I found the monks of Ternione. Cult, some would call But they heard spirits like me. He taught me to listen to the call of the wild. To hone your skills. Being alone with nature. Hero: Why didn't you stay with them? Thane
Oda Wolf-Sister: I was young and missed my family. My responsibility to my pedigree finally called me back to Windhelm. I left the people I loved in the middle of the night and never looked back. Now we have to go to them to save our King.Stormy-Eyes: If you ever need help, you only need to ask. I owe you the biggest favors. So are my people. Hero: I
need your help. Stormy eyes: Of course. It was promised a favor, and a favor that you will get. What are you asking me? Hero: King Jorunn was poisoned. I need your help. Stormy eyes: Poison? Poison is more dangerous than physical wounds. Some of these vile substances cause dreams to collapse. It doesn't matter. Promise is a promise. Where's the
king? Hero: With the monks of Ternione. Stormy eyes: Thorny monks! I've heard a lot of things about them! Many interesting abilities are attributed to these monks. Now I want to visit the Ternions. I'll meet you there. Thane Oda Wolf-Sister: The spirits told me you were close. I spoke to the monks of Ternione. They accepted the king and the prince, but not
me. I left the crease. They remember that. But they will help the king. Hero: What now? Thane Oda Wolf-Sister: Dreamwalker is already inside. Let the monks know that you bring ritual components. I must not have one. Fieldgaard's on the run, and we're going to lock up. Now go. Save the king to lead us to victory. Hero: Full quest. If you are looking for a
FASTEST WAY to reach cover level with any class during the week, this ESO's ALIGNMENT Killer Guides is a definite must-have. It comes with a step-by-step guide to alignment, proven class builds, dungeon step-by-step guides, crafting and gold-making strategies and more. ← make amends for a land dispute → anyone have a problem with thatt q?? I
need to talk to majorn, but I can't find that npc! is q bug? Im supposed to get vampire blood in Wittestadr, but its just a huge area. What should I do? Edit Share Disclosure: Some of the links above are affiliate links, meaning, at no extra cost to you, Fandom will earn a commission if you click through and make a purchase. Community content is available
under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise stated. Expertise to support unique OEM workflows and drive products to market faster KEST provides mechanical design and modeling to support a wide range of electricity generation systems: gas turbines, steam turbines, generators, internal turbines, drifts, hulls and structures, as well as renewable energy systems for
onshore and offshore wind energy. Our services include: developing new products, developing livelihoods, products, product costs, configuration and engineering changes management, and support for engineering support for pipeline pipelines eso lifeline quest bug
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